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C H A P T E R  1

arita watched the body for another count of a

hundred, but no one approached. That didn’t mean

there wasn’t anyone else watching. There was always someone watch‐
ing. Between the cameras and the drones, there was never any peace.

Her stomach grumbled loud enough to alert anyone in the vicinity

to where she was hiding. The person in the burgundy Riel Corp

uniform hadn’t moved. If they were already dead, they didn’t know

how lucky they were. She took a sip of water, no more, and pressed

her cracked lips together to make the most of every molecule.

Everything she did was to prolong her life. After nearly ten days,

she had to wonder why she was bothering. This couldn’t be called

living. Dehydrated, hungry, and waiting for death. She picked up the

sharpened piece of metal that someone before her had turned into a

makeshift knife and cautiously stood.

No shots.

Overhead a drone watched. Who was watching the drone’s feed?

Three days of crying and yelling that Riel was a sick bastard hadn’t

gotten her anywhere. The drones hadn’t killed her either. She tried to

be glad about that, but the drones hadn’t delivered her a weapon for

testing either. She needed a weapon.
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She’d learned to step quickly and quietly over the scrub and rocks,

and in moments, she crouched near the body. Their long hair was

spread on the ground, their body lay awkwardly like a dropped doll.

When the body had been dumped, Marita had thought it a woman.

Despite the black-painted nails and long hair, the body was most defi‐
nitely male.

Drakh.
She rocked back on her heels. Men were allies until they wanted

one thing. She couldn’t team up with a man. If she wasn’t allied with

someone, they were the enemy, and Riel rewarded deaths with more

weapons. She’d made one accidental kill and a drone had dropped

ration bars—Riel didn’t want his test subjects dying of starvation—

and some gel caps for a gilding gun. Getting the weapon itself was

much harder, and she wasn’t going to take on the stronger fighters.

Survive and escape. That was her plan.

There was no fence keeping them in the valley.

Only the drones. She’d seen one new arrival try to run away only

to be shot down by a drone with some kind of pulse weapon that had

made him explode. There was always a new way to die.

The man still hadn’t moved. Maybe he really was dead. If she slit

his throat, would she be given a weapon or water?

The sun was hot on her back. Sweat formed, wasting what little

fluid she had.

Breadbasket for the Rim, her ass.

This place was warm, overly humid, and deadly. Add in random

tiny whirlwinds and it made the whole place some kind of possessed

planet. She drew in a slow breath and then made herself look around.

No humans lurked in the shadows, and the dead didn’t come out until

dusk.

She kneeled and put the blade to his throat. She could almost feel

the heat of the camera’s eye. The drone high above would be zooming

in. All she had to do was make one cut. Deep, so if he had nanobots

they couldn’t heal the damage. He was one of Riel’s men, but he’d

ended up here.

Tossed away.
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What had he done to Riel? Served him cold tea?

The man grabbed her wrist and opened his eyes. She yelped and

tried to pull away, but he was too strong. She should’ve stayed back

and watched…and if someone else had found him and been braver?

She hadn’t survived for this long by being brave. Being smart was

more important.

“Where am I?” His voice was rough, his gaze watchful. But aside

from grabbing her, he hadn’t moved.

“Let me go.”

“So you can slit my throat? No.”

She trailed her fingers in the dirt, grabbing a handful. He turned

toward her, curling in, knocking her over. The knife fell out of her

hand as her ass hit the dirt.

He lunged and put his hand over the blade. She smacked hers over

the top. It was her only weapon, and she needed it.

He glared at her. “I don’t trust you.”

“Same.”

“You tried to kill me.”

“I was thinking about it. Totally different.”

His eyes narrowed, and he tilted his head like she was being

ridiculous. Then he sat, keeping his palm on the knife. She started to

feel more than a little silly with her hand on his. It was too friendly.

He smiled, all white teeth. “Where am I?”

“Mayit.”

He laughed and shook his head.

“It’s a real place,” she added.

“I know it’s a real place.” His smile melted, and he scanned the

area. There wasn’t much to see. Rocks, trees, a few makeshift shelters,

and if you looked closely, the remains of weapons. “Fuck.”

He moved through the shock of waking up on Mayit fast. It had

taken her three days of terror before she’d been able to think. But she

had woken up near a pack of undead.

“Can you let go of my knife now?” She needed to get to shelter

before dark.

“No. Why are you here?”
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“Bad luck?” Getting caught had been bad luck. But her options had

been limited. Loyalty or do the right thing. “You?”

“Same.”

“You worked for him.”

The man frowned and glanced at his legs. The burgundy uniform

stood no chance of blending in here. Her white pants were now

brown. The cream shirt she’d taken from someone who no longer

needed it. Same with the boots. She tried not to think about how

they’d died wearing the shirt and boots—the clothing hadn’t helped

them. But it was better than sandals and a red shirt. They might have

looked nice in the compound and at her workstation, but on Mayit

they were a liability.

The man nodded. “Yeah. Guess I don’t anymore.”

“This is his land.”

“Figured that. It’s a bit of an effort to travel to Mayit just to ditch

the people who piss him off. Too close to the destabilized zone. The

vac would be simpler. So why are we here?”

“Why are you talking to me? Why haven’t you tried to kill me?”

“There’s no one else to talk to and you seem to know a bit.”

“There’s not much to know.”

“How long have you been here?”

“Ten Mayit days.” And she had no idea how many standard hours

was in one of them. She knew of Mayit in the way most people did—

poor planning and too much hope had turned into a nightmare—but

she’d never studied the planet or the history. She wished she had. She

wished she’d never realized what Riel was doing and spoken to her

supervisor.

The man studied her. She was a mess. She probably looked like

she’d been there ten months. “And how true are the stories?”

“Don’t eat the plants.”

“So how have you made it to ten days?”

“Riel didn’t just drop us into the middle of nowhere for fun.” She

leaned a little closer. “He needs people to test his weapons on.”
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EMRY DAN STARED at the woman who was keeping her hand over his

like she stood a chance of taking the knife. While it wasn’t the first

time he’d woken with a knife to the throat, or in a strange place, or

even without working nanobots, it was the first time he’d woken with

a sense that maybe this time his luck had run out.

Mayit was where Riel played with his new toys. It made a sick kind

of sense. No one came to Mayit. It was too close to the galactic dead

center caused by the Oblivion War, and too dangerous. The stories

spread by those who’d fled Mayit’s original colony were the tales kids

told each other in the dark. Mayit was the reason why grown food

had to be tested and was eaten warily when far from home.

And he was far from home…and far from the Dead Sun base.

Fuck.
“How many people are here?”

“I’ve seen ten.” She licked her lip. “And five who’ve been eating the

plants.”

“And?”

“And the good news is they sleep during the day because the

sunlight hurts their eyes.”

“But they get up at night?”

“No, they hunt at dawn and dusk. The protein cravings…they go

for muscle, not fat. They work as a team. I think the bacteria, or para‐
site, or whatever causes the infection, can coordinate the hosts.”

Emry stared at her.

She stared back. “What?”

“Why are you so calm about this?”

“Why are you?”

Because he’d been a Dead Sun mercenary for long enough to know

it was better to try to work through the problem than run around

screaming—although that option was becoming very appealing, if

only so he didn’t have to face the reality that he was going to die on

this piece of shit planet. “This may not be Mayit. Riel might have just

said it was.”

Hope. He hadn’t prayed in a very long time, not since he’d packed

his bags and left the anti-tech colony where he’d grown up so he could
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see more than fields and do more than break his back harvesting. He’d

wanted more from life than scraping by, but his credits wouldn’t help

him now. Nor would his team.

He swallowed; his mouth already dry.

He could survive three days without water. Longer if he’d still had

bots.

“It’s Mayit. So, are you going to be one of those who surrenders

and tries to die just to get it over with, or will you fight?”

What were they fighting for? So Riel could enjoy the death of the

people he considered enemies? “Why are you fighting?”

She didn’t look like a mercenary, but he’d been wrong before.

“Because I refuse to give Riel the satisfaction of watching me die.”

As reasons went, it wasn’t a bad one. Wasn’t great either. “You can’t

do this kind of thing for someone else.” He slid his hand free of hers to

take the knife which was little more than a sharpened piece of metal

with a rag bound around the center to create a handle. It was a shit

weapon, but all he had.

She kicked him in the arm. “My knife.”

He grimaced but held onto the blade. “I know how to use it. If you

were going to kill me, we wouldn’t be having this conversation…why

were you going to kill me?”

“They reward violence with food, water or weapons.”

That made survival a little less bleak. “Where do these gifts come

from?”

“The drones. But you never know if it’s an attack drone or one

delivering supplies.”

That made all drones a danger. “You’ve gotten supplies? You’ve

killed?”

“It took me three days to find the knife. Give it back.”

“So you can take a second stab? I don’t think so.” But she’d

survived for ten days, watching how things played out, and for that

alone she was valuable. She was also a hazard who planned on glaring

at him until he died given her current expression.

“I’m Emry.” He extended the hand not holding the knife.

“Marita.” She didn’t shake his hand.
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The sun was harsh on his back and the uniform was making him

sweat. He was losing fluids and had no idea how long he’d been

unconscious before he’d been dropped on the ground. The fall had

kind of woken him, but no one had been around so he’d been happy

to lie still, catalogue the aches in his body, and wait to see what

happened. No point in getting up and running at half strength when

he didn’t know where he was running to or what he was running

from.

By the time Marita approached, he’d been ready to get up and

investigate, mostly because he was thirsty. He swallowed and

pretended it was a drink. He was going to have to get used to having a

sticky throat.

They couldn’t sit out in the sun all afternoon. This wasn’t a holiday

and no waiter would come and take their drinks order. “What now?”

Marita lifted an eyebrow. “Now I’m going to look for shelter

because I don’t want to be out at dusk.”

In the sky, the sun was three quarters through its arc. “How long?”

She shrugged and stood. “I don’t know. I don’t have a watch. It

doesn’t really matter, does it? Or do you have a more pressing

appointment with your manicurist?”

He looked at his nails; the black polish was chipped. Her nails were

broken, dirty, and unpainted. He let his gaze slid up her legs, across

the once white pants to the cream shirt which had what looked like a

bloodstain up one sleeve.

“Do you still have working nanobots?” His ribs hadn’t healed, and

there were abrasions that were raw and stung as the sweat rolled over

the open skin.

She hesitated.

“What?”

“Why would you ask that?”

“Why aren’t you shocked that I asked that?” He got up and did his

best to mask any winces. Painting a target on his back would be a bad

idea if she told others he was weak.

“I’m a scientist. I heard things.”

Oh… “You worked for him.”

MERCENARY ETHICS
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“So did you.”

He almost denied it but swallowed the words before they could

form. “We should be more careful about who we work for in the

future.”

Marita laughed like he was funny, then shook her head. “You actu‐
ally think we’re ever going to leave this place?”

It would be easy to tell a pile of drakh, but she’d see through it. He

was the rookie here. “One in ten odds.”

“No one leaves.”

“If there’s drones, there’s people operating them. They’ll be watch‐
ing. Weapons testing requires observation, yes?”

She gave him a small nod. “They’re probably on ships.”

While it was possible to deploy drones from a ship, those drones

were the spy kind that drifted above the atmosphere. “The kind you’re

talking about have to be operated down here. That means Riel has a

crew he trusts. People who don’t mind watching others suffer.”

“Mercenaries.”

The way she spat the word made him wince. “Not all mercs are

assholes. The ones Riel has most definitely are. I have the boot prints

on my ribs to prove it.”

“Mercenaries will do anything for DICs.”

Some mercs had standards, but he didn’t say that. “Will you show

me around?” He offered her the knife. It wouldn’t be hard to take it off

her if it came to a fight.

She stared at the knife. “Do you know how to use it?”

“I grew up on a no tech colony. I can hunt, kill, and skin my own

dinner.”

Her eyes widened, and she accepted the knife. “I don’t trust you.”

“How do I know you won’t lead me to the others so they can finish

me off?”

“What makes you think I’ll lead you anywhere?” She spun on her

heel and strode away.

Emry watched for a few breaths before he followed. He didn’t

want to find out what the locals were like at dusk.
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C H A P T E R  2

mry was following her. He hadn’t said a word, but he was

about four steps behind and she was about three seconds

from turning around and telling him to stop it. She could barely look

after herself. She didn’t need him, or trust him, or want him.

But if she teamed up with someone, then they could sleep in shifts

and they’d be less vulnerable. That was why she’d wasted the morning

watching him sleep in the dirt. He wasn’t much taller than her, but he

was muscled and she’d never be able to take him in a fight.

“What do you want, Emry?”

“A place to hide come dusk? Same as you.”

She should’ve kept her mouth closed. “I don’t need a pet.”

“I know how to make a fire.”

She stopped and turned. “Do you want to attract trouble? If you

light a fire, then everyone still scrambling to survive will be on us.”

“Why don’t we all team up to take down the watchers?”

She’d wondered the same thing when she’d first arrived. “Day five.

A group of six brought down a drone. Three hours later a new drop

was made; they thought they were being rewarded, and they feasted.

They died agonizingly.”

“And you watched, for research.”
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“I was part of the group. The new one who got the scraps of every‐
thing. The weak one who was going to be set free and hunted so they

could show off the weapons they had.” She hadn’t eaten the poisoned

food, and she hadn’t been part of the drone hunt; she’d been tied to a

tree. There was still rope burn on her wrists.

She’d gotten free and run, before going back for clothing and

boots. By that time only the knife had been left, that night she’d

watched the Mayit undead feast.

“So taking down a drone is not a smart move.”

“Not unless you want your next meal to be full of Riel’s latest

poison. No fire at night. No hunting drones.”

“No surviving.”

“We aren’t supposed to survive.”

“Then why try?”

She started walking again, faster this time, wanting to make it to

the split in the rock face. “Because there’s nothing better to do.”

After a few moments Emry fell into step beside her. “Let me stay

the night. I’ll piss off in the morning.”

She shook her head. “Do you ever stop?”

“Nah. It’s one of my many charms.”

She didn’t need to look to hear the smile in his voice. “I can see

why you ended up here.”

“That was harsh.” He smiled at her. “It was my work ethic he

disagreed with.”

“Same.” Switching off nanobots was a real underhand dick move.

No one should be able to get their way because everyone was terrified

of a paper cut. And the galaxy shouldn’t be held to ransom for basic

medical care. “You really grew up on a no tech colony?”

“Yeah. I didn’t get my first dose of bots until I was thirty.”

“Why did you leave?”

“Boredom mostly.”

She didn’t know if that was the truth or a lie, but he could’ve been

banished because he was a criminal. He’d worked for Riel—she’d seen

that burgundy uniform too many times—and he knew how to use a

knife. “Maybe you should find your own place to hide.”
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“Maybe you should’ve just slit my throat.”

Marita grit her teeth. She was going to stab him just to shut him

up. They walked a little further in silence. Overhead came the familiar

whirr of the drone. She didn’t stop to stare at the sky and work out

where it was coming from or try to figure out what it was doing,

she ran.

What if it opened fire?

Over the sound of her breathing the motor grew louder. It was a

heavy one. They sounded different, but that didn’t mean they were

friendly. She skidded up to the rock formation that formed the wall of

the valley they were in, hoping the shrubs would hide her as she dove

for the crack and slid into it. The rock scraped her arm, but she

wiggled deeper into the fissure.

Her pants echoed off the rocks and she couldn’t hear a thing. She

closed her eyes and prayed the drone wasn’t weaponized, and that she

wouldn’t die sandwiched between two rocks on a poisoned planet.

She counted to one hundred and opened her eyes. Emry wasn’t

with her.

She hated herself for even wondering about him.

She didn’t need a partner. She needed to survive.

That might be easier if she wasn’t alone. But she couldn’t trust him

not to betray her the moment something better came along. She

tipped her head back and sucked in the cool air. The sky was turning

violet, the hungry would soon wake up and go in search of meat.

If Emry got himself eaten, there would be no chance of forming a

partnership.

Drakh.
She wiggled out of the gap. She’d give him three minutes, approxi‐

mately, then give him up for dead. Which meant she’d have to start

her watch all over again and get to the next new person before anyone

else.

This wasn’t living. This was barely surviving. Maybe it would’ve

been kinder to cut his throat. But then who’d cut hers?
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EMRY WATCHED Marita run toward the cliff face. Then he turned his

gaze upward to the drone. It circled lazily overhead as though it had

no intention of doing anything. He kept walking and kept the drone

in sight.

It wasn’t a spy drone because it wasn’t silent, and it was too big.

Nor was it dropping supplies because in would’ve done that already.

The longer he watched the clearer the behavior became. The drone

wasn’t flying randomly as though driven by an operator, but its

program made it appear that way.

What if the whole testing program was run on automation and

watched from afar?

There had to be people and if there were people, there was a base

and if there was a base, there were ways on and off the planet. That

tiny thread of hope was all he had to cling to, and he wasn’t ready to

let go.

But if the drone was on automated patrol what was it looking for?

Or protecting?

He changed course and walked along the base of the cliff face; the

shadows grew darker as the sky deepened to purple. Marita’s warning

about the infected people resurfaced.

Everyone knew the tales about Mayit, but no one was sure if they

were absolutely true because no one ventured this close to the edge of

the uninhabitable zone. Of course Riel had. This was the obvious

place to test new weapons. No one came, no one left. Riel could blow

up whatever he wanted.

How far away was the city built for the farm workers and food

processors? So many credits and a galaxy worth of hope had gone into

this place. He’d grown up eating food out of the ground—literally

brushing the dirt off a carrot before biting it—so the first time he’d

heard of Mayit the idea had been laughable. The other Dead Suns

hadn’t laughed though. Later he’d gone and researched Mayit. Even

the name was a warning.

The drone buzzed on, doing its automated thing, not caring

what he was doing. He wanted to follow and see where it went,

but without water or food he couldn’t go far at all. His stomach
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grumbled, but he ignored it and retraced his steps to find

Marita.

He almost missed her crouched in the shadows of the shrubs. If

that was her hiding place it wasn’t very good. She had a wall at her

back and no defensive advantage.

“What were you doing?”

“Watching.”

“Are you trying to get killed?”

This place offered a few options, but he hadn’t made any decision

about his preferred method of dying. One look at her face was enough

for him not to voice those thoughts. “Curious.”

“It could’ve shot you.”

“Then you wouldn’t have to worry about me.”

“I’m not worried.” She stood. “You can hide here. It will be safe to

go out when the moon rises.” She led him to a crack in the rock that

was barely big enough to squeeze into. That was worse than hiding in

the bushes. If they could wriggle in, what was stopping someone else

from getting in and trying to eat them?

“Do you hide here every night?”

“Yes.” She slid in as far as she could go.

Another mistake. “Can I have the knife since I’m at the front?”

She handed it to him, but it didn’t make him feel any better about

being in such a shit spot. Tomorrow he’d make sure they had some‐
where better. Tomorrow he needed water and after her little tale, he

didn’t trust anything that fell from the sky.

“What do you call them? The ones who ate the plants?”

“Weak, stupid… Hungry. The old Earth name is zombie.”

Zombie. He’d stumbled over the word when he’d researched

Mayit. Undead. “Are they really undead?”

“No, but whatever is in the soil changes them. They don’t even

know their name. They may as well be dead.”

“So is it just the plants or can we eat animals that have eaten the

plants?” If they were going to be stuck on Mayit for a while things

might get desperate, so when he said animal he included human. He

didn’t know if he wanted her to say yes or no.
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“I don’t know. I haven’t had time to run experiments. Now shut

up. I don’t want them to find this place.” She tipped her head against

the rock wall and closed her eyes.

Emry watched as her face relaxed. She was asleep as fast as a merc

with a few spare minutes. Without exhaustion and fear pinching her

features she was pretty, all cheekbone and full lips. And she’d held a

knife to his throat. She was tough.

But tired. And tired people made mistakes.

Himself included.

So he tried to relax and assemble what he knew from the tales, and

what he’d been told by Marita, and work out how the vac he was

going to get out of here. He refused to die in one of Riel’s tests. For

two reasons. The first being that this was wrong in so many ways. But

Mayit had no laws or taxes so couldn’t hire mercenaries to keep the

peace, so Riel could do whatever he liked. So far he knew the people

Riel left here had either worked for him, like Marita, or had pissed

him off and were already assumed dead, like him.

He hoped Jessie didn’t think he was dead, but Jessie wouldn’t be

mounting a rescue either. It was up to Emry to get himself to a safe

place and make contact. Sometimes teams got separated on jobs, but

he’d never thought it would happen to him.

The second reason he wasn’t going to die on this cursed piece of

rock was because he refused to die the way he’d been brought up. He

hadn’t traveled all over the galaxy just to wind up where he started.

No bots, no weapons and no tech.

Fuck them all. This wasn’t how he ended with chipped nails and

wearing a cheap burgundy uniform. The next corpse he found he was

switching clothes.

Anger kept his mind off the gnawing in his belly and the stickiness

of his throat.

He opened his eyes, the sky still held a glimmer of color, but the

stars were out arching over the sky. Homesickness kicked him in the

gut. The stars looked different from the ground. And while the

constellations weren’t the same, he automatically started to look for

stars that formed patterns he’d recognize again.
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If he’d had a compass and sextant. If he knew what was to the

north and south of his position. If he knew anything about the

geographic layout of Mayit, he stood more than a one percent chance

of escaping.

Marita had been lucky to make it ten days, but luck had a way of

running out in a bad way. His had. But she hadn’t killed him, so

maybe it was turning again.

She slumped a little as she slept, but the rocks were so tight there

wasn’t anywhere for her to slide to. If they were attacked, all he could

do was stab the knife at the entrance and hope he didn’t get his arm

bitten off. Not a good plan.

He eased toward the opening and slid out, then he undid the

uniform jacket and stretched. The pain in his ribs was sharp, and he

almost grunted, but he smothered the sound. They weren’t alone out

here, no matter how isolated their position felt. The night air was cool

on his skin and the moons were up and everything was bathed in

silver and midnight blue. So pretty.

Living on ships and space stations meant he didn’t get to feel

the dirt beneath his feet very often. While he’d never say it

aloud, he did miss it. Sometimes. Even if he went home,

everyone he knew would be dead, even his siblings. His nieces

and nephews would be old. Not that the rulers would let him

return. He might bring new ideas or tell tales encouraging others

to leave. He scuffed his toes in the dirt, then stopped. Frozen, he

listened.

There was something moving out there, past the shrubs and trees

that clung to the base of the cliff. If he moved, he’d give away his posi‐
tion and while he couldn’t see them, there was no guarantee they

hadn’t already seen him and decided he was dinner.

He adjusted his grip on the knife and softly moved his feet into a

better stance. Each movement was slow and deliberate. The trees he

was behind offered delicate shadows, behind was the dark crevice and

Marita. He didn’t dare move.

Footsteps, clearer this time. And breathing as though whoever it

was had been running. How was he supposed to be able to tell an
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infected human from an uninfected or should he assume they were all

the enemy?

Was the contagion only transmissible via food or also by blood?

Marita would just say that she hadn’t run the experiments.

The person came into view, sniffing and panting. Bleeding.

Emry stared, unable to move as terror locked his muscles. Defi‐
nitely an infected human—the bleeding from the eyes was the give‐
away. The heavy breathing, the sniffing…were they drowning in their

own blood as the bacteria or whatever it was attacked the body? What

had Marita said? The infected craved protein.

He felt like a steak waiting to be plated up. There was no way he

was going to die without eating an actual piece of meat again. He

didn’t care how much it cost. That was what he missed most about

home. The fresh food.

Beige Food Cubes were what passed for food if one didn’t know

any better. He knew better but the trade-off was usually worth it—he

got to travel the galaxy. Usually he didn’t care the food was bland gum

best washed down with too much kopi. Today was not a usual day,

and he’d quite happily be grounded for the rest of his life as long as he

got off Mayit alive and uninfected.

The ex-human stopped only meters away and sniffed, its head

turning from left to right as though it were searching for prey. His

brain stuttered as he realized that was exactly what the ex-human was

doing, and it was hunting him.
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